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Canada has committed to a 30% reduction 
below 2005 levels by 2030 and to be net-
zero emissions by 2050. 
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• Worked in the Marine Industry for nearly 20 years

• Initially as UK Ministry of Defence Superintendent for New Construction and Existing 
Ship

• Working on Aircraft Carriers, Amphibious Vessels, Destroyers, Frigates and 
Minehunters

• Subsequently worked as a Marine Surveyor for Lloyd’s Register Classification Society

• Survey of New Construction and Existing Ship, Military and Commercial

• Submersible, Diving and Transfer under Pressure Systems on and offshore

• New Construction Project Manager in South Korea for Military Auxiliary Oilers, 
Antarctic Support Vessel, Frigates.

PRESENTER
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“The photographs and diagrams used in this presentation are for illustrative purposes 
only. LR do not own the copyright of these images and they are used under “fair use” 
policy.”

DISCLAIMER
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO
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• The world fleet needs to decarbonize. Global marine transport emits 1,056 million 
tonnes of CO2 annually and is responsible for 2.89% of total global greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions (IMO 2021). 

• Already, the Paris Agreement mandated the world to reduce GHG emissions, and the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) GHG Strategy requires shipping to reduce 
emissions by 50% by 2050. 

• Canada has committed to a 30% reduction below 2005 levels by 2030 and to be net-
zero emissions by 2050. 

• The Supreme Court of Canada has ruled that federal GHG regulations such as carbon 
pricing regimes are constitutional. 

THE NUMBERS
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• In order to meet the target of the IMO, Lloyd’s Register predicts that 9% of the global 
marine fuel demand will be hydrogen by 2030 (LR Marine 2014)). 

• However, design rules for hydrogen fuel on marine vessels have not been developed 
and there are no Canadian regulations that address hydrogen as a fuel or fuel cells for 
vessel power. In order to achieve the emissions targets the early 2020s will need to be 
spent on the safety aspects of zero-carbon fuels.

• Risk assessment, implementation cases, and the development of international 
standards need to be in place by 2025 in order for Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV) to enter 
the market at large by 2030 (Lloyd’s Register 2019).

THE NUMBERS
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REQUIREMENTS FOR HYBRID VESSELS AND GREEN TECHNOLOGIES DUE TO:

- COST

- COP26/WORLDWIDE OPINION

- CANADA 30% REDUCTION BY 2030, 0 BY 2050

- GLOBAL TREND

- BRANDING

- MARPOL REQUIREMENTS NOW/FUTURE

- AREA OF OPERATION NOW/FUTURE

BACKGROUND



OPPORTUNITIES

• Cold ironing

• Quiet ops on battery

• Good marketing (“world first”)

• Resilient to failure

CHALLENGES

• Cost

• Crew training

• Proprietary 

• Complexity

• Certification

• Spares

• Fire?

COMMON OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
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MV HALLAIG, LOCHINVAR

CASE STUDY – CALMAC HYBRID FERRIES PROGRAM



• Scotland has many small islands close 
to the mainland, a few larger ones 
further out.

• CALMAC’s ferries fall into two 
categories – Coastal and Oceangoing 

• Coastal ferries generally have short 
crossing times, relatively long idle 
times, don’t travel overnight

• Coastal ferries are a good candidate for 
hybrid/green approaches.

GEOGRAPHY
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Name: MV Hallaig

Owner: Caledonian Maritime Assets Limited

Operator: Caledonian MacBrayne

Port of registry: Glasgow

Route: Sconser - Raasay

Ordered: 2011

Builder: Ferguson Shipbuilders, Port Glasgow

Cost: GB£10 million (2011)

Launched: 17 December 2012

Completed: 2013

Status: In Service

Type: Hybrid ro-ro vehicle and passenger ferry

Tonnage: 499 GT 135 DWT

Length: 43.5 m (142 ft 9 in)

Beam: 12.2 m (40 ft 0 in)

Draught: 1.73 m (5 ft 8 in)

Installed power: Diesel Electric Hybrid: 3 × Volvo 
Penta Marine D13 MG and Lithium Ion batteries

Machinery: 2 × Permanent Magnet Motor 375 kW 
each

Propulsion: Voith 16 R5 EC/90-1 Units

Speed: 9 kn (17 km/h)

Capacity: 150 passengers; 23 cars

HALLAIG DETAILS
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• From analysis and figures obtained during trials and operations of MV HALLAIG, the 
hybrid vessels are capable of reducing fuel consumption by up to 38% compared to a 
conventionally powered vessel of the same size. 

• The reduction of fuel consumption will result in a decrease in CO2 emissions from each 
vessel of in excess of 5,500 tonnes over their lifetime, with a proportionally similar 
decrease in sulphur and nitrogen oxide emissions. 

• This machinery arrangement introduces a high level of equipment redundancy 
allowing the vessel to continue operation with an engine failure or no diesel fuel 
availability for any reason and also has the capability of operating the Sunday Raasay
to Sconser service on batteries alone with zero emissions from the vessel.

HALLAIG HEADLINER
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• Hallaig is equipped with a hybrid diesel electric propulsion system comprising two 
16R5 EC/90-1 Voith Schneider Propellers (VSP) providing a total power of 750kW and 
two lithium ion battery packs.

• The propellers are comprised of five blades each with rated power of 375kW.

• The propulsion system includes 2X350kW battery pack which can be charged 
overnight.

• The total weight of the system is 7,000kg.

• The lithium batteries are connected to a 400V switchboard to power the propellers and 
are connected directly to a DC link without requiring either additional electronics or 
voltage conversions.

HALLAIG DETAILS
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• The hybrid diesel electric propulsion system of the ship reduces carbon dioxide 
emissions by up to 38% compared with the use of a diesel mechanical propulsion 
system. The ferry is capable of operating solely on batteries on some crossings and in 
port.

• HALLAIG’s crossing (Sconser to Raasay) like many in the Scottish islands is short – only 
25 minutes crossing. The design of the batteries was to give 7 hours of transit time (not 
all of this would be at cruising speed), which would allow the ferry to operate solely on 
batteries given a full charge overnight.

• The generators in this case would only need to be used in an emergency if there was a 
problem with the battery bank, or if extended operations at high power were needed 
during the day (for example, high winds or rough sea state)

HALLAIG DETAILS
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• Charging overnight making use of Green Energy in Scottish Highlands (Scottish power 
has a high proportion of Wind Turbines and Hydro providing the energy requirements)

• Plug-in overnight meaning no running of noisy/polluting generators (Cold Ironing)

• Possible to conduct transits solely on battery (quiet)

• Possible to “blackout” onto battery supply for resilience - emergency recovery to port 
(proven on sea trials)

• Possible to have 1 or 2 out of 3 DG’s down for maintenance and still have suitable 
power reserve (minimum safe return to port, battery banks included).

• As fuel prices increase, the vessel running costs relatively decrease compared to 
“conventional” non-hybrid vessel.

HALLAIG OPPORTUNITIES
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• Cost – the battery system and all the complex electronics increased the cost by a factor 
approximately 2.5 times a similar ferry built in the UK for coastal route without hybrid.

• Space/Weight – the batteries add weight and require a separated space on the vessel for safety 
which reduces cargo capacity by at least 7 tons

• Complexity/Qualifications – This ferry designed to operate with yachtmaster qualifications yet 
the complexity of the engineering systems is much higher than older CalMac ferries.

• Spare parts/Obsolescence – Batteries, electronics can go obsolete which can cause issues

• Fuel Supply Chain – future conversion to Gas or other green fuel source limited to what can be 
supplied in Scotland

• Infrastructure – power cables had to be upgraded to charge the ferry, only charge on mainland

• Fire Fighting – fire fighting batteries is complicated and difficult, as shown by the recent loss of 
car carrier Felicity Ace

HALLAIG CHALLENGES
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TIDESPRING, TIDERACE, TIDESURGE, TIDEFORCE

CASE STUDY - MARS TANKER REPLENISHMENT OILER



Type: Fast Fleet Tanker

Displacement: 39,000 t (38,000 long tons; 43,000 
short tons)

Length: 200.9 m (659 ft 1 in)

Beam: 28.6 m (93 ft 10 in)[2]

Draft: 10 m (32 ft 10 in)

Propulsion: CODELOD

Speed: 20 knots (37 km/h; 23 mph)[4]

Range: over 16,000nm

Capacity:

Tanks for diesel oil, aviation fuel and fresh water

Lubrication oil stored in drums

Stowage for up to 8 × 20 containers

Complement:63 plus 46 non-crew embarked persons 
(Royal Marines, flight crew, trainees)

Aircraft carried: 1 x Wildcat or AgustaWestland Merlin

Aviation facilities:

Enclosed Merlin capable hangar

Large Chinook capable flight deck

ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY MARS PROJECT TANKERS
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• UK Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) have operated a mixture of older slower tankers and 
more modern fast fleet tankers

• With the upcoming Queen Elizabeth Class Aircraft Carrier there was a requirement to 
build a number of fast fleet tankers to supply Diesel and Aviation Fuel to the ship

• UK RFA designed these vessels from the basis up with energy saving and hybrid 
propulsion system in mind

• Technologies included passive (thermal insulation), active (complete LED lighting 
system), CODELOD (COmbined Diesel Electric Or Diesel) propulsion

BACKGROUND
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Installed Plant:

2 x Wartsila 7LF46 Medium Speed Engines (8.4MW ea)

2 x Wartsila CPP Propellers

2 x GE Hybrid Electric Motors/Shaft Generator (2.4MW as Gen/ 1MW as Motor ea)

2 x Wartsila 6L32 Diesel Generators (3.4 MW ea)

1 x Caterpillar 12V200 Diesel Generator (2 MW ea) (Emergency/Secondary Propulsion)

2 x RENK gearbox, PTO/PTI

PROPULSION SYSTEM
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• Propulsion System features a number of modes depending on mission/speed 
requirement, also providing greater redundancy

• Electric Motor Only – Most fuel efficient, lowest speed for speeds up to 10 knots

• Diesel Cruise – Main Engine for propulsion and generation through shaft generators, 
speeds up to 15 knots

• Diesel Drive – Main Engine for propulsion only, generators for generation, speeds up to 
20 knots 

• Secondary/emergency propulsion mode – Drop Down Azimuth thruster in bow section 
– dedicated diesel engine – Speeds up to 5 knots

PROPULSION MODES
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• Vessel designed with damage conditions in mind.

• Two engine rooms split by blast bulkhead (LR structural notation)

• 1 Engine, 1 Motor, 1 Main Generator, 1 Gearbox in each engine room

• Each engine room dedicated switchboard above

• All cross connected

• A60 Structural Fire Protection between engine rooms and switchboards

• Staggered shaft line arrangement (one long and one short shaft, long shaft from fwd
engine room through aft engine room plummer blocks designed to run fully 
submerged if flooding)

• FMEA – Failure Mode Effects Analysis carried out both table top and on sea trials to 
confirm failure modes as expected.

PSMR* - PROPULSION STEERING REDUNDANCY STARRED
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• Can tailor the propulsion system depending on mission requirement

• Electric motors with generators can be used for slow speed cruise, or to do main 
engine maintenance. 

• 3 generators allows one down for service, repair and maintain mission availability

• 1 Generator can provide 100% domestic load for vessel

• “Combinator Curve” tuning for pitch versus shaft rpm maximises available speed for 
power demand, increasing efficiency (tuned during sea trial)

• Blackout prevention/recovery allows plenty of options for redundancy

• Maximises fuel efficiency, redundancy, availability, maintenance

• Completely automated blackout recovery system to recover ship back to shafts 
turning throttle idle position.

• Computerised mode selection, ease of use for operator

PROPULSION SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
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• System was complex and commissioning of the first vessel took additional time

• Blackout and recovery took time to iron out the multiple redundancies and start up

• Designer was used to Naval Ships and the emergency generator first start had to be 
added in (most naval ships don’t use emergency generator and use standby generator 
instead)

• Synchronization, starting of essential services had to be carefully programmed to 
ensure timings were correct (ie starting standby generator before starting fuel pump)

• Combinator curve took a long time to balance correctly

• Requirement for careful management of UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply)

PROPULSION SYSTEM CHALLENGES
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• LED lighting set up – savings through life for energy consumption, lamp replacement

• Cold Ironing – ship can be run through shore supply alongside for all regular 
operations, only needing generators for running high load items such as crane

• INERGEN gas fire fighting system – nitrogen based fire fighting system which reduces 
CO2 release to atmosphere

• NAV1 1 man bridge, maximise crew availability, ease of use and operation.

• Generator at fwd end of ship, if required can be run to minimise noise in engine rooms 
to allow easier maintenance, noise alongside

• CEPAC notation – reduction of engine noise, vibration for LR Crew and Embarked 
Personnel Comfort notation, helps for noise emissions alongside, crew rest and fatige

• Fitted for but not with – Tier 3 NOX reduction through Urea system (will be added at 
next refit)

OTHER GREEN TECHNOLOGIES ONBOARD
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• Tank tested hull form to confirm vessel wake pattern, efficient hull design

• Aerodynamic efficiency also tested with windbreaker over bow section, screen doors, 
streamlined superstructure

• Twin rudder system with swirl reduction technology to increase hydrodynamic 
performance

• LED navigation lights – enhanced brightness, life expectancy, reduced power output.

OTHER GREEN TECHNOLOGIES
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Contact details: 

Name: Philip Dovey

Email  philip.dovey@lr.org

Thank you!
Questions?

mailto:philip.dovey@lr.org

